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Abstract

The article analyzes the great seal of Muscovy of 1667; the image on this seal was called a coat of arms for the first time in Russian history. Creation of a new coat of arms coincided with the war’s end and the conclusion of the Truce of Andrusovo with Rzeczpospolita. Still while at war, the Royal title had been changed, incorporating new elements. Thus, the title reflected the annexation of new lands, primarily, those of “Small” and “White” Russia. However, this last part of the title that indicated the wide scale of the Moscow Tsar’s power went back to late 16th century and came from seeing territorial acquisitions as historical heritage recovery. The 1667
coat of arms emerged promptly following the Pereyaslav Council of 1654, but it was after the war that it was finalized. It was the Royal title that determined structure and interpretation of the coat of arms. Heraldic composition is unified, its description may be called the first blazoning in the history of Russian state heraldry. The composition can be divided in three parts. Its central element is double-headed eagle with outstretched wings grasping in the dexter claw a scepter, and in the sinister claw an orb; the eagle is charged on the breast with an escutcheon with an image a rider armed with a spear striking at a dragon; the eagle is crowned with three crowns. The eagle is flanked on three sides by three groups of three emblems: three crowns above, three towns to the left, three towns to the right. These threes correlate with North, East, and West. It is difficult to say what the seven stars mean; these, although not represented in the official blazoning, kept reappearing. The stars had random number of rays (4 to 8 in various versions of the coat of arms), but their total number could have some symbolic meaning. The starry heaven represented by the stars could represent universal nature of the Russian stardom, the Orthodox empire, the eternal Rome in its true, Orthodox form. The new coat of arms of Muscovy endured half a century; it was a turning point in evolution of Russian state symbols.
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